In the study and the research of the troposphere, the knowledge about its pressure variation on the height is necessary and important. Of course, exist the sounding to make this work, but not always it is possible to access to sounding data when is necessary, so then, it is important to has others alternatives methods in order to replace it. The troposphere is basically a fluid, susceptible to be studied under the fluid mechanics and thermodynamics of the ideals gases without loss generalities. So, it is possible to study of the atmospheric air like as a continuous perfect gas. These facts are important questions to study the troposphere under the laws and beginning Physics, using its respective equations, in order to get a theoretical model to simulate the behavior of its thermodynamics variables and parameters. Working on this line, it was developed a model in order to simulate the tropospheric pressure variation on the height from its measure on surface data.
Introduction


It is possible to study a V volume to atmospheric air like as a moist ideal gas, without loss generality. More specifically, the atmospheric air can be considered as a combination between two ideal gases: the dry atmospheric air and the water vapor.
Under this conception, pressure p into the V volume, it will be equal at the sum of the partial pressure of the p a of the dry air and the vapor pressure e.
(1) The dry atmospheric air has an equivalent equation of the ideal gases, whose expression is:
(2) where, is the number mol of the dry atmospheric air and R is the gases universal constant to dry atmospheric air, whose value is: 8.3143 Joule.K -1 .mol.
So, the equation of vapor pressure is: (3) 461 Joule/kg. K is the vapor water constant; and is the vapor water density value.
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Tropospheric Pressure
If the atmospheric air can be considerate like as an almost stable perfect gas, thinking in its state of an infinitesimal instant; it can be possible to study the tropospheric pressure in a static situation.
So, a theoretical model about the behavior of the tropospheric pressure at different height can be developed.
Variation of the Tropospheric Pressure on the Height
Under the supposition planted about to consider the atmospheric air as a perfect gas, it is possible to obtain a good approximation of the relation between the atmospheric air pressure and its height on the sea level.
For the fundamental law of the fluids mechanics, the pressure variation on the height is shown in Ref. 
Integrating Eq. (7), from the pressure on surface value p 0 at the height y 0 to the pressure value p at a determinate height y, and it is obtained:
Solving the integral, we get the solution:
Using the standard value to seal level: It is possible to appreciate, when One of the factors that influences the difference between theoretical and experimental value, is that it has been considered the gravity acceleration value as constant equal at 9.8 meters for squad second. Then, in order to have results with greater precision, it will be better to consider gravity acceleration value as variable with the height.
Theoretical Variation of the Gravity Acceleration g on the Height
Isaac Newton had mathematically expressed into two forms for the phenomena of the gravitational attraction that perform the Earth on the bodies.
The first form is through the application of the Newton's second law. It is known that the force attracts at the center Earths called weight respond at the equation:
(11) where, m is the mass of the volume V of the atmospheric air studied.
The other form is under the postulation of the Universal Gravitation law, whose equation is: ) where, y is the vertical distance from the land surface to height to which wants to calculate the gravity acceleration value; and 6.3210
6 meter corresponds at the average radio of the Earth. Eq. (13) is the mathematical expression of the gravity acceleration variation on the height respect to a reference system with its origin is in the Earth center.
Replacing this expression into Eq. (7), it proceeded to integrate and it is possible to obtain an expression to the atmospheric pressure on the height:
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